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Environment overrides profit motive
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Being Taxation & Mortgage
experts, We can help you
to maximize your tax gains
(through Negative gearing)
There is good scope for
tax payers to save tax by
investment in residential
properties. 
We provide specialised
service in this field.

Venkat Raman

An Indian entrepreneur is so concerned with
the environment that he spends more time in
finding ways and means of controlling
pollution than chasing profits for his
progressive and successful group of
companies.

Environment was also the factor that
brought back Bajaj Electricals Limited (BEL)
chairman and managing director Shekhar
Bajaj to New Zealand last fortnight.

But this time he put together a group of 250
staff, distributors and suppliers, apart from his
son and executive director Anant Bajaj and
executive president and chief operating officer
R Ramakrishnan.

“Entrepreneurs, top executives, middle
management staff and individuals must think
of the environment and take steps to control
pollution.

“While commercial viability is important
for companies to grow, that should not be at
the expense of the environment. We have
ignored ecological issues for long,” he told
Indian Newslink during an interview.

But the group of companies he heads is no
small player in the Indian economy and
increasingly in overseas markets.

While the US$ 3 billion Bajaj Group of
companies of which he is a director, is
involved in a broad spectrum of industries,
BEL’s activities include manufacture of lights,
light fittings, fans, electrical appliances,
engineering and other projects. 

Mr Ramakrishnan said BEL products are
exported to several countries in Asia, the
Middle East, Africa, Europe and New
Zealand.

“The turnover target for the current
financial year is US$350 million and the profit
after tax of US$12 million, up from US$275
million and US$10 million respectively,” he
said.

Mr Bajaj is happy to leave the
administration of his group to his son and
other management professionals and
concentrate on environment.

And when his wife Kiran (who managed the
group’s travel agency for about 28 years)
mooted the idea of a not-for-profit
organisation, Paryavaran Mitra (Friends of
Environment) was born in September 2004.

From its headquarters in Shikohabad in the
North Indian state of Uttar Pradesh, the
organisation is today spread all over India.

“It was initiated with the vision, concern
and passion of Ms. Bajaj and other like-
minded people, who care for the environment.

“It is like any other form of friendship
where there is love, care, affection and
concern for our environment. It is a small
reciprocation of all that the environment

provides us, so selflessly,” Mr Bajaj said.
Although he did not claim expertise in

environment, his group of companies has set
examples. They are environment friendly,
clean and green and carry concepts of
ecological enhancement.

He hoped that the pristine beauty and clean
environment that his delegation saw in New
Zealand would be partially implemented in
India.

Mr Bajaj said a meeting with prime minister
Helen Clark in Auckland was among the
highlights of his visit.

“We discussed various opportunities to pick
up technology in the hi-tech area that can be
offered by New Zealand entrepreneurs and
also some items that can be sourced from
India, rather than putting all the eggs in the
Chinese basket,” he said.

Ms Clark said entrepreneurs like Mr Bajaj
made a difference to not only the environment
but also management of businesses.

She said her discussions with Bajaj, along
with a New Zealand Trade & Enterprise
investment advisor set the pace for BEL’s
greater involvement with New Zealand.

“Although a small country with a small
market, New Zealand has an affluent society
that the Bajaj group would find attractive. As
a large conglomerate, BEL would find our
country a good place to do business,” Ms
Clark said.

Law firm MinterEllisonRuddWatts hosted a
reception in his honour at their Auckland
office, which was attended by officials of the
Asia NZ Foundation who coordinated his visit
and a number of businesspersons and
professionals.

Honesty is the safest policy
A Correspondent

An Inland Revenue official had said in a
recent Indian Newslink article (July 15,
2006) that Aucklanders topped in tax
evasion.   

This got me thinking about my working
years in India.

When dealing with government officials,
we used to say that a person was honest if he
took the money and did the work.  

However, in India, the parallel economy is
a way of live.  

We did not think we are doing anything
wrong.

On migrating to New Zealand, I was
surprised to see many government agencies
did not accept the Indian equivalent of their
certification or endorsement.   

Even in the normal course of work, I was
amused to see many businesses, coming up
for sale or acquisition, talked about the
‘recorded turnover’ and ‘actual turnover.’

I realised many Indian migrants did
business in New Zealand in the same manner
in which they operated back home.  

This attitude of work ethics is more out of
ignorance, rather than intent to do something
wrong and the assumption that tax evasion
continued here in New Zealand. 

What businesses did not realise was they
were being ‘pennywise but pound foolish.’

How was the money used? 
It was evident that not much of the

available funds went into creating wealth but
were used mostly in non-productive avenues.

If the funds had been deposited in a bank,
they would have created wealth.

The following example may illustrate the
point.

Increase in the cash flow of a business has
many advantages some of which are (a)
Possibility of repaying bank loans earlier
thus saving recurring interest (b) Surplus
cash can be used to take advantage of sudden
opportunities (c) Better relationship with
bank/lenders who are happy to lend money to
persons with proven tax records (d) Increased
valuations incase of sale of business and (e)
Better and cheaper funding from banks as the
risk cost of the customer is reduced 

The old age, ‘Money saved is money
earned’ cannot be more relevant today.

Often ‘cash’ money is spent on items,
which we buy but do not necessary need.

These may include electronics, cars and
entertainment such as the casino.

It also has other problems such as burglary,
where reporting would be difficult. 

If you want to increase your net wealth and
sleep peacefully, you now know that the path
is to the bank.

Editor’s Note: The author of this article is
a prominent investment analyst and advisor
in New Zealand. He wrote the article from his
personal perspective and wished to remain
nameless.

Mr Bajaj (centre) with his son Anant and COO Mr Ramakrishnan in Auckland
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Difference in cash banked over 3 years @ $50,000 per year $ 150,000
Tax payable @ 33% $   50,000

Net income available $100,000

Had this money been invested three years ago in a rental property
Value of property $ 350,000
Cash invested as owners contribution $ 100,000

Bank Mortgage $ 250,000

Increase in capital value of the property for the last three years @ 50%   $ 175,000
Tax ‘saved’ $   50,000

Appreciation earned $ 125,000


